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ABSTRACT
BitYaar is a global economic corporate Profit-sharing and Crypto-currency Exchange
platform, comprises an ecosystem and variety of financial application and payment
networks. This will change the way people in Africa look at finance and investments.
BitYaar brings the solution to the unsolved financial problems in Africa Countries. This
whitepaper will be constantly updated with every minute details that the user needs to
know before getting enrolled into BitYaar's project. This is merely a detailed explanation
of BitYaar's product and chain rather than a marketing document.
With the advent of blockchain and cryptocurrency, the flow of traditional investment and
financial systems was disrupted. Finance is the perfect use case of cryptocurrencies. It
has not failed to bring a revolution in the finance sector.
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Problem statement
With the advent of blockchain and cryptocurrency, the flow of traditional investment and
financial systems were disrupted. Digital securities once promised to turn everyone into
a private investor, opening up new asset classes and giving rise to efficient new
markets. While wealthy venture capitalists and angel investors may have sufficient
cash to wait 7-10 years for private investments to become liquid, most people don’t
have that luxury. Profit-sharing tokens can shorten the time horizon for retail investor
rewards, thus shared ownership becomes more valuable for everyone. On the other
hand, profit-sharing tokens are attractive for startup businesses, which are looking for
more available investment options.
Thus here opens the opportunity for BitYaar profit-sharing platform, which can offer
benefits for both private investors & startups. Such a platform is planning to operate in
Africa - one of the most promising and developing regions for digital wealth distribution.

Vision and solution
BitYaar is a profit-sharing & cryptocurrency exchange platform, which aims to change
the way people in Africa look at finance and investments. The company owners can list
their projects in the BitYaar platform and attract public investments through ISTO.
When the company shows good performance and outcomes, the profit will be shared in
the native platform tokens (YAAR) among the investors who own the company’s
shares. The Binance Smartchain blockchain is used behind this platform to provide
currency exchange, automatic ISTO, operations with native YAAR tokens, and revenue
distribution procedures.
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Bityaar future services

Spot trading

Bityaar stable coin

Margin trading & contract futures

Bityaar Pay

Stock trading

Bityaar smart contract

Yaar wallet

Staking

Profit sharing

Payment plugin for e-com platforms

Bityaar coin

Start-Up
Other platforms for Bityaar ecosystem
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Mission
BitYaar nourishes new ideas and innovation within the African market. It helps firms gain
attraction and raises funds to increase their activities . This allows the investors to get a
good return on investments in the long term. BitYaar will build a world-class corporate
profit sharing and crypto currency exchange, powering the future of indistrualization in
the whole of Africa

Business Opportunities
The African digital wealth market opportunities are rather attractive:
1. Cryptocurrency adoption in Africa grew 1200% between July 2020 and June 2021,
making it the fastest adoption rate in the world.
2. Africa amassed $105.6bn worth of cryptocurrencies in forecasts for the year ending
June 2021, driven by peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions in key growth markets.
3. Markets like Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, and Tanzania had some of the highest
grass-roots adoptions in the world and ranked in the top 20 Global Crypto Adoption
Index.
4. Africa’s interest in digital currencies comes as the use of fiat cash declines in major
economies in Africa, with consumers adopting electronic payment methods such as
M-PESA, credit cards, and vouchers.
However, African firms and start-ups are slaughtering many talents to position
themselves on the global market, but they could not achieve it due to the lack of proper
financial means. The major reason that disintegrates Africa from commercial globalization
is the difficulty in buying & investing in cryptocurrency at international market prices.
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Main Business flows
BF-1 Publish a new profit-sharing project
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Bityaar Investors
1.The Investor is a regular user, who passed additional KYC procedure.
2.Investors can do everything regular users do, but also can:
a.Buy/sell company’s shares (security tokens).
b.Receive dividends from security token ownership (according to stake/holdings).
c.Withdraw funds from the platform without a limit.
2.Investor users can see both public and private content Invest in project.
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BITYAAR EXCHANGE
BitYaar Exchange makes it easy for traders to get started. The exchange is very genuine
and secured as the KYC is mandatory when you have to withdraw more than one BTC.
With Bityaar, the data you submit for KYC is very safe and confidential. There is no room
for a data breach. BitYaar exchange also supports the listing of physical enterprise
shares and it is based on profit sharing protocol.
Bityaar offers consistently high liquidity. Liquidity is nothing but the ease of buying or
selling an asset. BitYaar lists almost all the leading corporate profit sharing and
cryptocurrencies project in the market and makes it easy for investors and traders to get
access to more opportunities. Fast transaction speed on BitYaar exchange contributes to
better users experiences as well as enables complex trade types.
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Bityaar Architecture
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BitYaar's perfect matching engine
If you are selling an asset, there is a need for the buyer at the other end, and the orders
are maintained on the order books until the right match is found. BitYaar has a
sustainable and powerful matching engine capable of matching 5,700,000 orders/second,
making BitYaar one of the fastest exchange in the market. BitYaar's matching engine is
never overwhelmed.
BitYaar exchange will roll out some features like spot trading, margin trading, futures
trading, stock trading, and instant exchange of crypto assets. BitYaar exchange whitelists
coins that have strong credibility, user base and liquidity. More coins will be added over
time. BitYaar will also implement Profit sharing.
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Enhanced Security
BitYaar outperforms other record-keeping systems in Africa with the bestspoke use of
technology. Every transaction is stored in a block. The transactions are linked through
hashing mechanisms, i.e., every transaction is connected, ensuring traceability. BitYaar
transactions are irreversible. They cannot be undone or stopped in the midway by anyone
for any reason, making it one of the best payment systems in Africa. Also, data stored in
the BitYaar chain is immutable. These immutable ledgers are the right choice for any
finance application.
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BitYaar's profit-sharing protocol
explained
Profit Sharing is an incubator that aims to raise funds to finance projects with proven
returns and the profits will be redistributed periodically (monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually or annually) to investors and project owners over the long term.
It is an opportunity open to investors from any country in the world and to good project
holders. Bityaar has a review and monitoring committee that monitors profit-sharing
projects to ensure proper project management and transparency.
BitYaar community members can directly involve the firms' affairs by buying
their shares listed on the BitYaar. When the company shows good performance
and outcomes, the profit will be shared among the investors who own the company’s
shares. BitYaar guides the investors by offering the shares of the right companies to
skyrocket their returns in the future.
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How a company can be list on Bityaar
When a company wants to be listed in the Bityaar it provides all documents, and
BitYaar makes a Due Diligence of that company and signs a contract with them.
Only after that, the company can be listed in the system.
10. When the STO round starts, there will be

Project owner

Signature of
the legal
closings

ISTO launch
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Apply Project

Study of Doability
and profitability
of Project

Bityaar meet
project owner
physically

Investigation on
the project owner
and his Company

Project
implementation
and Trading start

Income
distribution to
investor
periodically

SHARE Exchange
a. Market Dashboard
Investors will see the main page for a trading interface that contains:
Trading pair selector (share token to YAAR)
Trading pair overview
Trading pair chart
Trading pair orderbook
Buy/sell section
Trades history
My open orders section
My trades section

b. SHARE Trading pair overview
Investors can select & see main info about trading pair per 24h:
Volume (in YAAR)
Current price
Price change in %
High price
Low price

c. SHARE Trading pair chart.
A trading chart with elements:
Candlestick price graph with a cursor (price-date)
Date range selector
Candlestick period selector (5m, 30m, 1h, 4h, 1D, 1W, 1M)
SHARE Trading order book. A trading orderbook with 10 levels of depth (in both directions)
will be provided per each reading pair.
Buy/sell section. Investors might place buy or sell market & limit orders per selected pair.
SHARE Trades history. A public trading history per selected pair will be displayed.
open orders section. Investors will see their own open orders in the format of table.
My SHARE trades section. Investors will see their own trading history in the format of table.
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Trade shares
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BitYaar start-up
BitYaar startup is an innovative idea that helps the investors and BitYaar community
members to be part of the game-changing future projects. BitYaar's startup is an ISTO
(INITIAL SHARE AND TOKEN OFERING ) platform that lists the potential projects in
innovation firm space and cryptocurrency . The idea is to nurture innovative ideas by
bringing them to the notice of investors enthusiastic society.
The project owners can list their projects in the BitYaar startup and focus on the
development part without worrying about the project's reach. BitYaar's startup helps
potential projects gain exposure and raise funds. The share of the projects are launched
worldwide transparently and securely.
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Revenue generation
Acceptance criteria
1. Dividends are automatically distributed once revenue from the project goes to
revenue distribution smart contract
2. Dividends are distributed in YAAR tokens to all project shareholders according to
share amount.
3. Investors see distributed YAAR tokens in their Deposit balance section.
4.Distribution transaction appears in wallet transaction history.
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BitYaar Chain Explained
Lack of transparency is one of the significant issues in the current financial systems.
BitYaar provides enhanced transparency in its financial applications with the integration
of the BitYaar Chain. It will act as a portal for developers who can use it to create dApps
(decentralized applications) through its smart contracts. BitYaar chain operates in a
decentralized fashion, with transactions occurring between peers worldwide without an
intermediary. This significantly reduces the operating cost and processing fee associated
with the network.
BitYaar chain has its consensus mechanism like any other blockchain. The consensus
mechanism is nothing but the set of protocols that are used for the validation of
transactions. If a block has to be added in the BitYaar chain, it has to be validated by the
peers in the network. This method of validation is called a consensus mechanism. So,
when data are recorded on the BitYaar chain, there is no room for fraudulent activity.
Also, the BitYaar community members can enjoy complete control over their assets.
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BitYaar Pay
With BitYaar Pay, sellers and merchants in Africa can start accepting crypto payments for
their businesses. By doing so, they attract huge customer base around the globe as
BitYaar Pay make borderless payments easy and a very insignificant fee. The sellers can
take their products and services to the global market. Receiving payment is so easy that
all you have to do is share your Bityaar Pay address to the sender. You can seamlessly
spend with BitYaar Pay in the BitYaar ecosystem with the click of a button.
Bityaar Pay will be build on Bityaar chain.
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FAQ
1. Each company will have its own share token for STO
2. There will be a minimum amount of share investors can buy.
3. Investors can buy company share tokens only with YAAR tokens
4. Startup owners can have only one STO per company.
5. The owner of the startup won’t have any personal cabinet (all the
business interactions with the BitYaar team will be outside the platform)
6.
When a company wants to be listed in the system, it provides all
documents, and BitYaar makes a Due Diligence of that company and signs
a contract with them. Only after that, the company can be listed in the
system.
7. When the STO round starts, there will be
a- The minimum amount of shares that should be sold (soft cap)
b- The maximum amount of shares that can be sold (hard cap)
8. If investors buy a minimum amount of shares, the sale is considered
successful. If investors don’t fill the minimum amount, sales will be closed
and all money will be refunded to investors automatically.
9. Investors get their interest from shares in YAAR tokens automatically and
periodically(that was mentioned during the crowd sale period)
10. If a company is profitable, shareholders will get their interest. If not - the
investors will get nothing
11. Money received from the sales round, won’t be sent immediately to the
startup. They have to provide documents, that will prove, that they are going
to use that money for some reason (for example, to buy equipment) and in
that case, BitYaar will send this amount of money to them manually.
12. The company will receive investments partially, by request from BitYaar
platform (as described in their contract).
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Device coverage and
Multilingual support
BitYaar provides cross-platform trading for
Web-based trading client
Android native client
iOS native client
Mobile HTML5 client
BitYaar strives to work hard to provide a better user experience in all of its products. The
user interface is so easy that you need not have any prior experience to use these
platforms. All you need is any smart device with an active internet connection to access
BitYaar's best-in-class financial applications. BitYaar supports English and French on all
of its interfaces. More and more languages will be added over time to take the products to
the world cryptocurrency space.
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BitYaar IDO details
The IDO of the BITYAAR coin has two phases:

Private Sale
A maximum of 10,000,000 YAAR will be sold in the private sale, priced at 0.08 dollars
per unit with a minimum of 1000 dollars.

Public Sale
30,000,000 YAAR will be sold during the public sale for 0.25 dollars per unit.
57.000.000 YAAR in reserve
Total YAAR SUPPLY (YAAR) 100.000.000 YAAR
BitYaar coin (YAAR) are bep20 based Tokens in first time
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BitYaar Coin Distribution And
Price Tranches
Percentage %

Amount (YAAR)

Participant

10%

10.000.000

Private sale

30%

30.000.000

Public sale

02%

2.000.000

Teams

01%

1.000.000

Advisor

57%

57.000.000

Reserves

10% Private sale

57% Reserves

30% Public sale

2%Teams
1% Advisor
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The IDO will be done in BNB around the world.
IDO Phase

YAAR PRICE

Private sale

0.08 $

Public sale

0.25 $

Teams
Advisor
Reserve
Total Supply
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The value of YAAR token
Exchange fees
Withdraw fees
Staking
Listing fees
Any other fees
Profit sharing and Start up

Token Lock
Team & Advisor have been locked for 2 years since the IDO.
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